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APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING LIQUIDS 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to an apparatus which comprises a 
support means, a carrying member mounted on said support 
means for vertical and horizontal movement, a plurality of 
liquid conducting means, preferably hollow, double pronged 
needles, secured to said carrying member and a plurality of 
cleaning and drying means disposed on said support means 
and adapted to receive the liquid conducting means, whereby 
the latter can be cleaned and dried. In operation, the liquid 
conducting means cooperates in the transfer of a liquid sub 
stance from a donor container to a receiving container and 
then moves upwardly, horizontally and then downwardly into 
the cleaning receptacle, where it is cleaned by liquid means. It 
then again moves upwardly, horizontally and ten downwardly 
through predetermined distancesiinto the drying means, 
where any residual liquid substance is removed by drying. 
Preferably, the substance is a sample taken from a human, and 
the sample is destined for analysis for diagnostically signi?cant 
features. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

It is known to cause the transfer of a liquid by means of a 
hollow, double pronged needle, one branch of which dips into 
a donor container and the other branch of which dips into a 
receiving container, under the in?uence of a compressed gas 
introduced into the donor container by another needle. In 
many instances, in such an operation, the hollow, double 
pronged needle traversed by the liquid is contaminated so that 
it is important to effect a careful cleaning of said needle prior 
to its re-use. This is particularly true in the case of medical 
analyses where microbiological contamination from one sam 
ple to the next must be avoided. The aim of the invention is an 
apparatus whereby this cleaning, drying and transferring is ac 
complished automatically. 
The invention has for its object an apparatus for transferring 

liquid samples by liquid conducting means, which is put into 
communication simultaneously with the donor container and 
a receiving container. A hollow needle directs a pressure 
means into the donor container, whereby the interior of the 
donor container is put under pressure and including cleaning 
and drying means for said liquid conducting means. The ap 
paratus of the invention is characterized by the fact that it in 
cludes: (a) a support means which may comprise a base and a 
first horizontal member connected to the base by vertical 
mountings; (b) a plurality of hollow, double pronged needles, 
preferably n in number, carried by a second horizontal 
member and positioned on said second member equadistant 
radially from the vertical axis thereof, the said second horizon 
tal member being operatively disposed on the support means, 
for example, between the said base and ?rst horizontal 
member, whereby relative horizontal and vertical movement 
thereof is permitted; (c) a plurality of cleaning and drying ves 
sels or troughs, for the liquid conducting means equal, 
preferably, in number to at most n-l, said vessels or troughs 
being disposed on the base of the said support means in the 
path of vertical movement of the liquid conducting means ef 
fected concurrently with the vertical movement of the said 
second member; (d) a hollow conducting member connected 
to a source of positive pressure and resiliently mounted in 
relation to said support means on a guiding member for move 
ment in a downward vertical direction upon coaction with said 
second horizontal member and disposed opposite a double 
hollow needle which is not in vertical communication with a 
cleaning or drying vessel or trough; (e) a first actuating means 
operatively connected to said second horizontal member and 
energized to effect rotational movement of said second 
member relative to said support means in successive rotatory 
movements with an angle equal to 2 1r/n; and (f) a second ac 
tuating means also operatively connected to said second 
horizontal member and energizable to effect movement of 
said second member in a vertical direction relative to said sup 
port means. 
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2 
In a preferred embodiment, 
the movement in a vertical direction of said second horizon 

tal member is guided by means oflongitudinal projections 
integral with, and extending from the said second 
horizontal member, said projections being slidably 
received in longitudinal grooves of the vertical mountings 
disposed on the base of the supporting means, these 
grooves opening laterally at the upper extremity of the 
mountings thereby removably receiving said projections 
so that they can move laterally; 

the said rotary movement with an angle equal to 2 rr/n of the 
said second horizontal member about its vertical axis may 
be effected by a motor of the step-by-step type ?xed on 
said support means, the axis of the said motor passing 
through the axis of the said second horizontal member 
and the latter being connected in rotation but free in ver 
tical movement; 

the means for moving the said second horizontal member in 
vertical direction include a screw-jack or an electromag‘ 
net acting thereon; 

the means for moving the hollow conducting member con 
sist, in descent, in the action of the second horizontal 
member on a small plate supporting the said hollow nee 
dle and, in rising, in the action of a return spring, disposed 
below said small plate; 

the cleaning vessels or troughs include two cavities into 
each of which there dips one branch of one, double nee 

‘ dle; the ?rst cavity being provided with an inlet and an 
outlet conduit for compressed gas; and with an inlet con 
duit for a cleaning liquid which is renewed and main 
tained at a substantially constant level, the second cavity 
being provided with a conduit for evacuating cleaning 
liquid transferred thereto by the double needle; 

the said drying vessels or troughs include two cavities into 
each of which dips a branch of a double needle; a ?rst 
cavity being provided with an inlet conduit for hot gas; 
the second cavity being provided with an escape conduit 
for the said gas after its transfer through the said needle. 

In a variant embodiment, a level detector, connected to the 
plate supporting the hollow pressure conducting needle, stops 
the descent of the second horizontal member when the free 
surface of the liquid contained in the donor container is de 
tected; the positioning of the said detector relative to the plate 
permits predetermination of the quantity of liquid to be trans 
ferred. 
The present invention will be better understood by con 

sideration of the exemplary embodiment given hereinafter 
with reference to the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is an embodiment of the apparatus of the invention in 
perspective view; 

FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view of the apparatus cor 
responding to FIG 1; 

FIG. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of an embodiment of 
the donor and receiving containers; 

FIG. 4 is a longitudinal sectional view of an embodiment of 
the cleaning means; 

FIG. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view of an embodiment of 
the drying means. 

Referring to the drawings, more particularly, FIG. 1, the ap 
paratus comprises: 
The fixed support comprises a base member 1 and a ?rst 

horizontal member 2. The ?rst horizontal member 2 is pro 
vided with an opening about its central vertical axis and com 
prises ?ve radially extending arms positioned about the open 
ing. Four upstanding mountings 3 are ?xedly secured to the 
base member 1 at one end thereof and to the horizontal 
member 2 at the other end of the mountings. The mountings 
are preferably annular in con?guration and are provided at 
their upper ends with a semi-circular reduced portion 5. 
Mountings 3 also have formed along the length of the non 
reduced portion thereof, a longitudinally extending groove 4. 
A second horizontal member 6 supports ?ve sets of hollow, 

double pronged liquid conducting means on ?ve radially ex 
tending arms. Said liquid conducting means comprises ?ve 
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double pronged hollow needles 7. Member 6 is provided with 
longitudinal projections; namely, lugs 8, which are slidably 
and guidably received in grooves 4. Member 6 has a central 
opening in which is ?xedly received, a hollow axle 9. Axle 9 is 
connected on one end with the piston of an actuator 10. The 
actuator 10 may comprise a screw-jack such as a pneumatic 
jack operated by rapid-action electromatic valves, an elec 
trohydraulic jack or any device for transmitting the required 
movements. The other end of axle 9 receives interiorly, the 
axle or shaft 11 of a motor 12. Shaft 11 is rectangular in con 
?guration and is received in a corresponding opening in the 
hollow axle 9. Thus, relative rotational movement about the 
vertical axis of axle 9 and shaft 11 is precluded but relative 
sliding movement along the vertical axis thereof is permitted. 
The apparatus also comprises cleaning and drying troughs 

13 disposed directly opposite to four of the hollow needles 7 
when in operative position. 
A single pronged hollow needle 14 is ?xedly secured to a 

plate 15. One end of needle 14 is connected to a source of gas 
or air under pressure through conduit 62. The plate 15 is 
mounted on a mount 16 for vertical movement. Mount 16 is 
?xed to a projection 17, formed integrally with member 2 and 
extending downwardly from member 2. Mount carries a stop 
18. A biasing means such as helical spring 22 is disposed about 
mount 16 between the underside of plate 15 and the upper 
surface of stop 18, whereby plate 15 is biased in an upward 
direction under the in?uence of spring 22. Plate 15 has a 
downwardly extending leg 60. To the free end of leg 60, detec 
tor 23 is ?xed. Movement of plate 15 is limited by projection 
17 and stop 18. 
A donor container 20 and a receiving container 21 are 

removably fed below needle 7 by any suitable means. In 
operation, containers 20 and 21 are positioned on the ap 
paratus so that the branch of the needle 7 adjacent to needle 
14 is above donor compartment 20 and the other branch of 
needle 7 is above receiving compartment 21. The actuator 10 
is then energized by any suitable means causing the second 
horizontal member 6 to descend. One branch of needle 7 
penetrates donor container 20, and the other branch 
penetrates container 21. The other needles 7 as described 
hereinafter, enter a cleaning trough or a drying trough. The 
second horizontal member or needle carrying member 6 en 
gages plate 15 as shown in FIG. 3, as it moves downwardly 
causing needle 14 to enter the donor compartment 20, while 
also causing compression of spring 22. 
As FIG. 3 indicates, needle 14 and one branch of a double 

needle 7 enters the donor container 20 and the other branch 
of the last-mentioned double needle enters the receiving con 
tainer-21. The needle 14 is connected to a source of com 
pressed gas or air through conduit 62 as indicated above. The 
liquid contained in the donor container 20 is driven into the 
container 21 via hollow needle 7. The optical level detector 23 
disposed below the small plate 15 additionally permits, by 
controlling the drive of the piston 10, the predetermination of 
the volume of liquid substance to be transferred. To accom 
plish this latter purpose, it is su?icient to adjust the difference 
of level between the detector 23 and the extremity of the dou 
ble needle; as the detector stops the descent of the second 
horizontal member 6 when it detects the initial level of the 
liquid in the container 20, then the volume transferred is equal 
to that comprised between this initial level and the extremity 
of the double needle. 

Simultaneously, with the transfer operation carried out by 
needle 7 to adjacent container 21, the four other needles are 
cleaned and dried as indicated in FIGS. 4 and 5, respectively, 
and described hereinafter. 

Referring to the drawings, more particularly to FIG. 4, one 
, of the needles dip into cleaning trough 47, including two cavi 
ties 40 and 41. Cavity 40 contains a cleaning liquid 45 which 
can be replaced and maintained at a substantially constant 
level by conduits 42 and 43. Conduit 44 permits the liquid 
contained in cavity 40 to be put under pressure, whereby the 
liquid contained therein circulates through the interior of the 
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4 
dollow, double pronged needle 7. The liquid transferred is 
removed from cavity 41 via conduit 46. 

Referring to the drawings, more particularly to FIG. 5, 
another set of hollow, double pronged needles 7, clips into a 
drying trough 54 analogous to a cleaning trough 47 except for 
the liquid feed circuit. Conduit 50 introduces a hot gas into 
cavity 51, this circulates through the interior of the double 
needle 7 and escapes from cavity 52 by conduit 53. 
The movement of a set of hollow, double pronged needles 

from one position to the next is effected by means of motor 
12. When the second horizontal member 6 is in its uppermost 
position, the projections 8 are situated adjacent the semi-cir 
cularly reduced positions 5 free from grooves 4. The motor 12 
which is operatively connected to plate 6 via axles 9 and 11 
cause the ?at carrying member 6 to rotate to the next opera 
tive portion. Each projection 8 is then adjacent a groove 4, 
and each needle 7 is above either a sample container, a clean 
ing trough, or a drying trough. It should be evident that a 
cleaned and dried needle 7 is above the donor container and 
the needle 7 which last transferred the sample is above a 
cleaning trough. 

It is to be noted that the relative number of cleaning and 
drying troughs can be two or more depending upon the result 
desired. Likewise, the total number of positions can be 
modi?ed by changing in the same fashion the number of the 
corresponding elements such as mountings, needles, and the 
like. 
The apparatus described herein can be particularly useful in 

conjunction with the automatic transfer apparatus described 
in U.S. Pat. Application Ser. No. 793,498, ?led Jan. 23, 1969 
in the name of Robert Laucournet. 

In a more detailed operation, when a control signal occurs, 
the actuator 10 pushes the needles through plugs 70 posi 
tioned in all of the containers, i.e., the donor receiving con 
tainer; the cleaning trough or the drying troughs, into the posi 
tion illustrated in FIG. 1. One branch of the needle 7 enters 
the donor container 21 and contacts the liquid substance con 
tained therein. The needle 14 arrives at a position above the 
surface of the liquid sample. The opening of the needle 14 per 
mits compressed air to enter the free portion of the donor con 
tainer 20 without disturbing the surface of the liquid. The 
pressure established in the free portion pushes the liquid in the 
donor container 20 into the open end of needle 7. When the 
designated amount of liquid is transferred from the donor con 
tainer 20 to the receiving container 21, the actuator 10 causes 
upward movement of plate 6, downward movement being 
stopped when the detector 23 senses the upper surface of the 
sample. The plate 6 and the needles 7 associated therewith, 
moves upwardly until the lugs 8 are no longer in communica 
tion with the grooves 4. Thereafter, the motor 12 rotates 
about its vertical axis causing concurrent rotation of the plate 
6. Rotation is continued until the device is in a position 
whereby the needles can penetrate the plugs or resiliently 
deformable covers 70 contained in the receptacle disposed 
next adjacent the container, cleaning or drying trough where 
they were last positioned. In this way, there can be provided a 
means for transmitting an aliquot of sample into a system 
which is to analyze it for diagnostically signi?cant factors. For 
example, the apparatus defined herein can be utilized with a 
system described in application Ser. No. 793,498, referred to 
above. In the system, a compartment contained upon a ?lm 
strip is charged with a material to be analyzed for diagnosti 
cally signi?cant factors, such as the presence of urea in blood 
and the like. The apparatus herein de?ned is also well suited 
for providing a transfer of liquid into such compartment. 
Therefore, in the embodiment, in lieu of compartment 21, a 
receiving compartment contained on a ?lm strip can be util 
ized. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus for transferring a liquid substance from a 

donor container to a receiving container via a liquid conduct 
ing means comprising a support means, a carrying member 
mounted on said support means for relative rotational move 
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ment about its vertical axis through a 360° angle and for rela 
tive vertical movement along its vertical axis, a plurality of 
said liquid conducting means secured to said carrying member 
at positions radial to the vertical axis of said carrying member, 
said liquid conducting means extending downwardly from said 
carrying member, and cleaning and drying means for the said 
liquid conducting means, including at least one cleaning 
trough and one drying trough, said troughs being disposed on. 
the support means in the path of relative vertical movement of 
said liquid conducting means with respect to said troughs. 

2. An apparatus as in claim 1 wherein the liquid conducting 
means comprises hollow, double pronged needles extending 
downwardly from said carrying member. 

3. An apparatus as in claim 2 above wherein there is as 
sociated with the liquid conducting means, a hollow conduct 
ing member connected to a pressure supplying means whereby 
the liquid substance to be transferred is transferred through 
the hollow, double pronged needles under the in?uence of the 
pressure provided by the pressure supplying means. 

4. An apparatus for transferring a liquid substance from a 
donor container to a receiving container comprising a support 
means, a carrying member mounted on said support means for 
relative rotational movement about its vertical axis and for 
relative vertical movement along its vertical axis, a plurality of 
liquid conducting means, n in number, carried by said carrying 
member and ?xed to the carrying member at positions 
equadistant radially from the vertical axis of the carrying 
member, said liquid conducting means extending downwardly 
from said carrying member, cleaning and drying means for the 
liquid conducting means, including at least one cleaning 
trough and one drying trough, said troughs being disposed on 
the support means in the path of relative vertical movement of 
the liquid conducting means with respect to the said trough, a 
pressure means supplying member comprising a guide ?xed 
against movement relative to the support means, and a hollow 
conducting member operatively connected to the guide for 
vertical movement relative thereto, said hollow conducting 
member being disposed adjacent a liquid conducting means 
which liquid conducting means does not have a trough 
disposed in the path of relative vertical movement thereof, a 
?rst actuating means operatively connected to said carrying 
member and being energizable to effect rotational movement 
of said carrying member about its vertical axis relative to said 
support means in equal rotary increments, a second actuating 
means also operatively connected to said carrying member 
and being energizable to effect movement of said carrying 
member in a vertical direction relative to said support means 
and means for effecting relative vertical movement of the hol 
low conducting member with respect to said guide. 

5. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 4 wherein the support 
means comprises a base, an upper member positioned above 
the base and vertical mounting means secured on the lower 
portion thereof to the base and on the upper portion thereof to 
the upper member whereby relative movement of the base and 
the upper member is precluded. 

6. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 in which said carrying 
member is adapted to move vertically in response to actuation 
of said second actuation means, and said mounting member 
and said carrying member are provided with cooperating 
means for guiding said carrying member along its path of verti 
cal movement. 

7. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 6 in which said cooperating 
means includes a projection formed at the periphery of said 
carrying member, and a vertical groove formed along a por 
tion of the length of a vertical mounting means, said projec 
tion adapted to be slidably received in said vertical groove 
during the vertical movement of said carrying member. 

8. An apparatus as in claim 7 in which the vertical mounting 
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6 
means include a reduced portion adjacent said upper member 
and a non-reduced portion containing said vertical groove, 
said non-reduced portion being disposed in the path of 
horizontal movement of said projection, said reduced portion 
being out of the path of horizontal movement of said projec 
tion, whereby when said projection is received in said groove, 
vertical but not horizontal movement of the carrying member 
is permitted, but when said projection is received in the space 
de?ned by the reduced portion, vertical and horizontal move 
ment of the carrying member is permitted. 

9. Apparatus for transferring a liquid substance in ac 
cordance with claim 5, in which the said horizontal movement 
of the carrying member is through an angle equal to 2 1r/n and 
the ?rst actuating means is a motor of the step-by-step type 
secured to said base, the vertical axis of an axle driven by said 
motor being coincident with the vertical axis of the carrying 
member, said axle being operatively connected to said carry 
ing member for relative vertical movement and for conjoint 
rotational movement. 

10. Apparatus for transferring a liquid substance in ac 
cordance with claim 4, in which said second actuating means 
includes a screw-jack or an electromagnet acting thereon. 

11. Apparatus for transferring a liquid substance in ac 
cordance with claim 4, in which the said pressure means sup‘ 
plying member includes a supporting plate slidably mounted 
on said guide for movement in a vertical direction, said hollow 
conducting member being secured to said supporting plate 
and extending downwardly therefrom, a biasing means 
mounted on said guide and biasing said supporting plate in an 
upward direction, said supporting plate being disposed in the 
path of vertical movement of the carrying member whereby 
vertical movement of the carrying member in a downward 
direction effects vertical movement of the supporting plate in 
a corresponding direction against the bias of said biasing 
means. 

12. Apparatus for transferring liquid substances in ac 
cordance with claim 11, in which a level detector is connected 
to the said supporting plate for vertical movement therewith, 
said detector being adapted to sense the upper level of the 
liquid substance to be transferred and to cause a signal to be 
sent to the second actuating means when such level is detected 
whereby downward vertical movement of said carrying 
member ceases, the position of the detector relative to the said 
supporting plate predetermines the quantity of liquid sub 
stance to be transferred. 

13. Apparatus for transferring liquid substances in ac 
cordance with claim 4, in which the said liquid conducting 
means comprises a double branched hollow needle and the 
said cleaning troughs include two cavities into each of which 
dips one branch of said double needle, the walls of one of said 
cavities being provided with openings adapted to receive inlet 
and outley cleaning liquid conduits, whereby a cleaning liquid 
can be provided, renewed and maintained at a substantially 
constant level, said one cavity also being provided with an 
opening adapted to receive a compressed gas conduit; and the 
walls of the other cavity being provided with an opening 
adapted to receive an evacuating conduit whereby the clean 
ing liquid transferred into said other cavity by the said hollow 
needle can be evacuated. 

14. Apparatus for transferring liquid substances in ac 
cordance with claim 4, in which the said liquid conducting 
means comprises a double branched, hollow needle, said dry 
ing troughs include two cavities, into each of which dips one 
branch of said double needle, one of said cavities having 
secured to the wall de?ning this cavity, an inlet conduit for hot 
gas and the wall de?ning the other of said cavity being pro 
vided with an escape conduit for the said gas after its transfer 
through the said hollow needle. 
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